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Introduction



1. Introduction

1.1 Background

1

2 Framework Agreement (2011-2013) by the central labour market organizations of Finland to ensure
competitiveness and employment. The latest negotiations to reach a new framework agreement (the so-
called Competitiveness agre labour market
organizations lasted over a year and failed four times before it was finally signed in June 2016.
3 For more information on Equal Pay Programme, see the web pages: https://stm.fi/en/gender-
equality/equal-pay.
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4 Based on Statistics Finland's PX-Web databases, last retrieved 3.12.2018.
5 According to the Statistic Finland the pay gap is 16,7 % (situation at 12/2018) and according to the
Eurostat the percentage is 17,4 (situation at 3/2018).
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1.2 Purpose and research questions



Introduction

1.3 Structure of the thesis



2. Theoretical background

2.1 Pay

6 Other terms used in the same context as pay are compensation, remuneration, wage and salary.
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2.2 Pay system

2.3 Gender equality

7 In addition, the terms wage system and compensation system are used in the same context.
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2.4 Equal pay
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Theoretical background

2.5 Gender pay gap

8 The division is based on the so-called Oaxaca technique, which enables decomposition of gender pay
gap in terms of human capital variables (Oaxaca, 1973).
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Figure 1. The unadjusted gender pay gap across EU (Eurostat, Gender pay gap statistics, 2018,
available online11).

9 The situation has gotten better in most of the countries, however, in some countries (like Hungary and
Portugal) the gender pay gap has actually been widening.
10 For example, based on the data from Statistics Finland, the gender pay gap has been narrowed by
approximately 3 % between 2000 and 2013 (Official Statistics of Finland, 2014).
11 Access method: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-
explained/index.php/Gender_pay_gap_statistics. Retrieved 30.7.2018.
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Table 1. Most commonly cited reasons behind gender pay gap, categorized by its perspective
(adapted from Rubery & Grimshaw, 2014, 3-6; modified to fit the perspective of this study).

Perspective Real life implications effecting gender pay gap

Economical
perspective

Women invest less in education (Polachek, 1981; Becker, 1985)

Women have less labour market experience (Mincer & Polachek, 1974; Kilbourne,
Farkas, Beron, Weir & England, 1994)

Women suffer from human capital decay due to interruptions (Becker,1985;
Hochschild, 1975)

Institutional
perspective

Impact of laws, regulations and national movements on gender pay gap (Acker, 1990;
Steinberg, 1990)

Impact of trade unions and collective bargaining on gender pay gap (Blau & Kahn,
2000; Elvira & Saporta, 2001)

Sociological
perspective

Traditional family roles: women are carers, men are breadwinners (Greenhaus &
Beutell, 1985; Rothbard, 2001)

ork and skills are undervalued (Jacobs & Steinberg, 1990; Kilbourne,
England, Farkas, Beron & Weir, 1994; Bellas, 1994)

Organizational
perspective

Women are disadvantaged in hiring and promoting (Arulampalam, Alison & Bryan,
2007; Albrecht, Björklund & Vroman, 2003; Bertrand & Hallock, 2001; Bjerk, 2008)

Women do not have access to organizational power structures (Hultin & Szulkin, 1999)
and have weaker social networks (Belliveau, 2005).

Gender is embedded in pay systems and pay elements (Chauvin & Ash, 1994;
Koskinen Sandberg, 2017)

Psychological
perspective

Women are satisfied with a lower pay because they compare their pay with other
women in similar occupations (Auspurg, Hinz & Sauer, 2017)

Women believe they deserve less (Major, McFarlin & Gagnon, 1984)

Women lose in regards of wages because of the differences in psychological traits
(Manning & Swaffield, 2008; Reuben, Sapienza & Zingales, 2015)
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12 For more information on this perhaps the most famous equal pay movement, see, for example, Acker,
1989.
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13 BVT = Befattningsvärdering tjänstemän is a job evaluation method used in Sweden.
14 Hay, a job evaluation method named after its founder Edward N. Hay, is widely used in the Nordic
countries.
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2.6 Studying factors behind gender pay gap in this study
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3. Research design

3.1 Research problem and questions



Research design

3.2 Research strategy and procedure



Research design

3.3 Data collection



Research design

Figure 2. Search process of the pilot phase.

15 * being a truncation symbol to represent multiple spellings and endings, (  ) being a symbol to include
group of words or phrases, AND being a Boolean operator that combines search terms so that the search
result contains all of the terms.



Research design

Figure 3. Search process.

3.4 Data description

16 The small number of remaining articles was surprising. The main reason for excluding the articles was
that although many of the articles dealt with pay, there was no link to the pay system itself.
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3.5 Data analysis
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Table 2. Explaining (X) and explanatory (Y) factors of the articles under examination.

Article
no.

X Y

1 Used job evaluation method Wage determination

2 Used job evaluation method Outcome of job evaluation process

3 (1) Gender of job incumbent
(2) Gender of job evaluator

Sores allocated in job evaluation process

4
networks

5 Result of performance evaluation (1) Performance-based rewards
(2) Salary increases
(3) Promotions

6 (1) Gender of job incumbent
(2) Gender composition of job

(1) Total compensation
(2) Base pay
(3) Likelihood to receive incentive bonuses
(4) Incentive bonuses
(5) Merit pay raises

7 Use of job evaluation (1) Total scores allocated in job evaluation
process
(2) Perceptions of job evaluation outcome

8 (1) Gender of job incumbent
(2) Current pay

(1) Total scores
(2) Scores to different compensable factors

9 (1) Gender-specificity of the job title
(2) Gender of job evaluator

Number of points allocated in job evaluation
process

10 Type of performance-based pay
(a) Bonus pay
(b) Reward and piece rate pay

Increases in wages

11 Wage determination based on market
wage surveys

Outcome of wage determination process

12 (1) Used job evaluation method
(2) Gender composition of jobs
(3) Gender of incumbent

13 (1) Hierarchical status of the job
(2) Gender of job incumbent
(3) Current pay level

Outcome of job evaluation process

14 (1) Current pay level
(2) Hierarchical status of the job

(1) Job evaluation ratings
(2) Perceived pay level

15 Job status Job evaluation ratings

16 Changing (manipulating) job evaluation
practices

(1) Total scores of job evaluation
(2 ) Pay grade classification

17 Differences in labour markets Perceptions of pay equity

18 Amount of pay increase (1) Pay satisfaction
(2) Likeliness to leave the workplace



Figure 4. An example of the visual illustration of the articles.





Research design

Figure 5. Clusters.
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3.6 Synthesis

Figure 6. The start of the synthesis.
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Figure 7. The second stage of the synthesis.

Figure 8. The third stage of the synthesis.





4. Findings

4.1 Cluster results

Table 3. Topics of the studies concerning the gender composition of job/gender of job incumbent.

Topic Articles (No.)

How the gender of job incumbent affects the results of job evaluation? 3, 10, 15

8

How the gender composition of job affects the results of job evaluation? 11

8, 14
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Figure 9. Results of cluster 1 (gender of job incumbent/gender composition of jobs).



Table 4. Topics of the studies concerning job evaluation.

Topic Articles (No.)

Chosen job evaluation method and its relation to gender effect on wage setting 1

Chosen job evaluation method and its relation to job evaluation outcome (points/total
scores/pay grades/corresponding salaries)

2, 14, 18
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Figure 10. Results of cluster 2 (Job evaluation methods and practices).



Table 5. Topics of the studies concerning job status.

Topic Articles (No.)

How the job type (assistant / director) affects on the total scores of job evaluation? 15

H: Perceived organizational level would mediate the effect of pay level on the job
evaluation ratings.
H: Manipulated pay and organizational level would have an effect on total points.
H: The effect of manipulated pay and organizational level on total points would be
mediated by the effects of perceived pay level and perceived organizational level.

16

How the job title status affects on job evaluation ratings? 17
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Figure 11. Results of cluster 3 (job status).



Table 6. Topics of the studies concerning current wage level.

Topic Articles (No.)

How the current wage level effects on job evaluation ratings (per compensable factor,
total scores and relative hierarchy of jobs)?

10

How the knowledge of current wage level effects on total scores of job evaluation? 15

How the (manipulated) wage level effects on total points of job evaluation? 16
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Figure 12. Results of cluster 4 (current wage level).





Figure 13. Results of cluster 5 (gender of job evaluator).



Table 7. Topics of the studies concerning performance-based pay.

Topic Article (No.)

How performance evaluation effects on performance-based reward, pay
increases and promotion decisions?

7

How different performance-based pay systems effect on gender wage
differentials?

12
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Figure 14. Results of cluster 6 (performance-based pay).
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Figure 15. Results of cluster 7 (differences in payment structures between labour markets).
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Figure 16. Results of cluster 8 (market wages).
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Figure 17. Results of cluster 9 (pay increases).
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Figure 18. Results of cluster 10 (social networks).





Figure 19. Results of cluster 11 (valuation of skills).



4.2 Synthesis results
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Figure 20. Synthesis results.



5. Discussion and Conclusions

5.1 Systemic model
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Figure 21. The systemic model of the gender pay gap
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5.2 Practical implications
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5.3 Evaluation of the study

5.4 Further research
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